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THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION ANNOUNCES ENHANCEMENT PROJECT
FOR BUILDING AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Museum Will Be Open and Active During Project to Upgrade Temperature Regulation and Controls
May 2017–January 2018
WASHINGTON—The Phillips Collection announced an upcoming enhancement project, designed to
improve thermal performance in the original 1897 building, which once served as founder Duncan
Phillips’s residence and was later transformed to a permanent gallery space for his collection. Pending
necessary approvals, work is expected to begin at the end of May 2017. Carefully designed to preserve
and enhance the building’s historic character, the project will migrate the house gallery spaces to a fully
digitized temperature and humidity control system.
The museum will be open throughout construction, though part of the museum will be unavailable to
visitors. Programming will operate at full speed, including Phillips Music, Phillips after 5, and the
museum’s education programs. The Rothko Room, Luncheon of the Boating Party, and many of the
permanent collection’s beloved works will also remain on view to visitors.
“Doing this important work in advance of the museum’s centennial lays the groundwork to improve the
visitor experience and ensure the preservation of the collection for future generations of art lovers and
enthusiasts,” said Thomas D. Rutherfoord, Jr., Trustee and Chair of the Buildings and Grounds
Committee for The Phillips Collection.
The Phillips will continue to present world class exhibitions, including shows highlighting the work of
German contemporary artist Markus Lüpertz and a major exhibition around the museum’s iconic
Luncheon of the Boating Party by Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Critically acclaimed Phillips Music Sunday
Concerts will continue next door at the elegant Cosmos Club’s historic Warne Ballroom, the popular
Phillips after 5 program will continue on the first Thursday of each month, and the annual Jazz ‘n
Families Fun Days will continue as usual in June.
The Phillips Collection partnered with Bowie Gridley Architects; Mueller Associates, Inc., engineers;
Keast & Hood structural engineers; and JM Zell Partners as owners’ representatives for the project.
Consigli Construction Co., Inc., is the project’s general contractor. This project will replace the building’s
current control system with more efficient mechanisms and improve the building envelope to better
protect the new equipment and celebrated collection. The project aligns with Duncan Phillips’s mission
to “create a beneficent force in the community where I live—a joy-giving, life-enhancing influence,
assisting people to see beautifully as true artists see.”
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“We are proud of our involvement in preserving and restoring some of the nation’s most notable
museums, and we are excited to partner with The Phillips Collection for this historic project,” said
Matthew Consigli, President of Consigli. “It’s an honor for us to contribute to a project that will ensure
that art enthusiasts will be able to enjoy one of the world’s most important collections for years to
come.”
Consigli Construction, a national award-winning construction management firm, has restored and
renovated other notable American museums such as the Renwick Gallery at the Smithsonian American
Art Museum; the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in Hartford, Connecticut; The Sterling and
Francine Clark Art Institute in Williamstown, Massachusetts; and the Colby College Museum of Art in
Waterville, Maine, the largest museum in the state. Consigli’s work on other National Historic
Landmarks includes the renovation and restoration of the New York State Capitol building in Albany and
the restoration of Trinity Church and Old South Church in Boston.
ABOUT THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION
The Phillips Collection, America’s first museum of Modern art, is one of the world’s most distinguished
collections of Impressionist and Modern American and European art. Stressing the continuity between
art of the past and present, it offers a strikingly original and experimental approach to Modern art by
combining works of different nationalities and periods in displays that change frequently. The setting is
similarly unconventional, featuring small rooms, a domestic scale, and a personal atmosphere. Artists
represented in the collection include Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Vincent van Gogh, Edgar Degas, Henri
Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, Paul Cézanne, Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, Claude Monet, Honoré Daumier,
Georgia O’Keeffe, Arthur Dove, Mark Rothko, Milton Avery, Jacob Lawrence, and Richard Diebenkorn,
among others. The permanent collection has grown to include more than 1,000 photographs, many by
American photographers Berenice Abbott, Esther Bubley, and Bruce Davidson, and works by
contemporary artists such as Anselm Kiefer, Wolfgang Laib, Whitfield Lovell, and Leo Villareal. The
Phillips Collection regularly organizes acclaimed special exhibitions, many of which travel internationally.
The Intersections series features projects by contemporary artists responding to art and spaces in the
museum. The Phillips also produces award-winning education programs for K–12 teachers and students,
as well as for adults. The University of Maryland Center for Art and Knowledge at The Phillips Collection
is the museum’s nexus for academic work, scholarly exchange, and interdisciplinary collaborations. Since
1941, the museum has hosted Sunday Concerts in its wood-paneled Music Room. The Phillips Collection
is a private, non-government museum, supported primarily by donations.
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